
Ampacoll® BK 530
Double-sided butyl rubber strip

>  Double-sided an  
high quality tape

> Highly flexible

ISO 9001
Swiss Research

Delivery forms

Item no. Identification Roll size Box contents Pallet details

7640115532954 Ampacoll® BK 530, 15 mm 25 m × 15 mm × 1 mm 8 rolls = 200 m1 60 boxes = 12 000 m1

7640115532985 Ampacoll® BK 530, 20 mm 25 m × 20 mm × 2 mm 8 rolls = 200 m1 32 boxes = 6400 m1
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Area of application: Double-sided butyl rubber strip to tape wall membranes, vapour 
checks and vapour barriers. Also, almost any connections on wood, masonry, concrete, 
metal, etc. are easy to carry out and durable. Use a primer if necessary!

10
Jahre Garantie
Ans Garantie
Anni Garanzia
Years Warranty

Technical details Value

Storage cool and dry

Application temperature above 0 °C

Temperature resistance – 40 to + 90 °C

Outdoor exposure time 3 months

Resistance to ageing > 20 years



Ampack Switzerland: 071 858 38 00 
Ampack Austria: 05523 53433 
Ampack Germany: 07621 1610264 
Ampack France: 04 50 83 70 54 
Ampack Italy: 0471 053 475
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Sales via specialist dealers

Application tips

The surfaces to be sealed must be clean, 
dry, and free of dust and grease. Ampacoll 
BK® 530 seals instantly on the substrate. 
Stripping the tape from the substrate is 
only possible to a limited extent. Please 
note that the staggering of the overlaps 
must be properly prepared before sealing. 
When sealing edge connections of wall 
membranes, vapour check and barriers on 
porous or dirty surfaces such as concrete, 

brick, untreated wood, etc., Ampacoll® BK 
530 should be used with Ampacoll® Primax 
or Ampacoll® Airmax

Application photos

Please observe the recommenda-
tions for use and further system pro-
ducts in our adhesives matrix

Further information and  
detailed documentation at 
www.ampack.biz


